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Abstract

Mammographic screenings are the most common modality for an early
detection of breast cancer, but a robust annotation of the depicted breast
tissue presents an ongoing challenge, even for well-experienced radi-
ologists. Computer-aided diagnosis systems can support the human
classification. Modern systems therefore often rely on deep-learning
based methods. This thesis investigates the fully automatic on-image
classification of mammograms into one of the classes benign, malig-
nant (cancerous) or normal. In this context, we compare two different
design paradigms, one straightforward end-to-end model with a more
complex decomposition hierarchy.

While the end-to-end model consists mainly of the deep-learning
based classifier, the decomposition pipeline incorporates multiple stages
i.e. a region of interest detection (realized as a fully convolutional archi-
tecture) followed by a classification stage. Contrary to initial expecta-
tions, the end-to-end classifier turned out to obtain a superior perfor-
mance in terms of accuracy (end-to-end: 76.57 %, decomposition: 65.66
%, computed as mean over all three classes in a one vs. all evaluation)
and an improved area under receiver operating characteristic-score.
All discussed parametric models were trained from scratch without
using pre-trained network weights. Therefore we discuss the choice of
hyper-parameters, initialization, and choice of a feasible cost function.
For a successful feature extraction, in the region of interest detection
stage, the negative dice coefficient proved itself to be a more robust cost
function than the also investigated sensitivity-specificity loss.





Sammanfattning

Mammografiklassificering och Nodulär Detektion med
Djupa Neurala Nätverk

Mammografiscreening är den vanligaste modaliteten för tidig detektion
av bröstcancer, men en robust annotering av den avbildade bröstväv-
naden innebär en fortgående utmaning, till och med för en erfaren
radiolog. Datorstödda diagnossystem kan bistå den mänskliga klas-
sifikationen. Moderna system lutar sig därför ofta på datorbaserade
metoder för djupinlärning. Den här avhandlingen undersöker den fullt
automatiserade ”on-image” klassifikationen av mammogram i klasser-
na benign, malignt (cancer) eller normal. I denna kontext undersöker
vi två olika design paradigm, en direkt end-to-end modell med en mer
komplex dekomposition-hierarki.
Medan end-to-end-modellen främst består av en deep-learning-baserad
klassificerare består decomposition-pipelinen av flera steg, d.v.s. en de-
tektion av en intresseregion (implementerad som en fullt faltningsope-
rations-neuralnätverk), följt av ett klassificeringsstadium. Till skillnad
från initiala förväntningar visade sig det att end-to-end-klassificeraren
erhöll en överlägsen prestanda när det gäller noggrannhet (end-to-end:
76.57 %, dekomposition: 65.66 %, mätvärdena är beräknade som me-
del av alla tre klasser i en en-mot-alla-utvärdering) och en förbättrad
area-under-mottagare-operations karaktäristik. Alla behandlade pa-
rametriska modeller tränades initialt utan användning av förtränade
nätverksvariabler. Därför diskuteras valet av hyper-parametrar, initie-
ring, och val av rimlig kostnadsfunktion. För en funktionsextraktion,
vid detektionsstadium i regionen av intresse, visade sig den negativa
dice koefficienten vara en mer robust kostnadsfunktion än den också
undersökta sensitivity-specifity loss.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mammography and Breast Cancer

Recent statistics indicate that breast cancer continues to be the most
commonly diagnosed cancer among woman internationally [1] [2].
Early detection is crucial in order to increase the chances of a success-
ful treatment and therefore reduce overall mortality rates. The most
widespread modality for breast cancer detection is mammography, a
screening practice that uses low-dose x-rays to unhide cancerous breast
tissue. A subsequent analysis of the resulting mammogram is typically
carried out by experienced medical experts. Technical improvements
like the successive replacement of analogue (film-based) with digi-
tal mammogram scanners led to an increased visual accessibility of
the mammogram’s characteristics. Nevertheless, a reliable and robust
mammogram classification still presents a difficult challenge, even for
experienced radiologists. For reducing the number of misclassifications,
additional routines like double-reading (two independent experts anno-
tating the findings) or additional modalities e.g. biopsy are a substantial
part of clinical practice.

Computer-Aided Diagnosis

One relatively cost-worthy option in order to support medical experts
is the application of computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems. Besides
the reduction of the cost, and therefore the possibility of making mam-
mographic diagnosis available for a wider public, CAD also addresses
the problem of variability among radiologists [3]. By supporting the
radiologists decision finding through CAD, a more constant quality of
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the performed classification is aimed at. This work seeks to participate
in the improvement of mammographic CAD-systems and thus in the
provision of more robust decision-making tools for the medical society.

Due to the ongoing boom of machine learning and especially deep
learning (DL) based approaches, the collection of methods that can be
implemented in CAD systems has enlarged in recent years. Traditional
CAD systems often rely on specific hand-crafted features to support the
classification, whereas modern deep-learning based methods explore
the connection between the input modalities (i.e. the mammograms)
and the corresponding annotation directly.

Structure of this Work

Chapter 2 provides an overview over some improvements and adjusted
techniques for a successful mammogram classification. A closer con-
templation of the most successful methods here shows that DL based
approaches lead the field for a wide variety of different subtasks. On
the one hand, the utilization of such DL based solutions obtains great
flexibility and often results in state-of-the-art performances of the re-
spective systems. However, there are still a lot of unresolved questions
regarding the theoretical foundation of such methods. Thus, it is usu-
ally not possible to determine the definition of deep networks optimal
topology or choice of hyper-parameters beforehand, i.e. such properties
usually have to be worked out empirically in practice.

This lack of theoretical foundation entailed the appearance of mul-
tiple DL-models, topologies, hierarchies and training paradigms. In
many cases, the models are developed and adjusted w.r.t. a specific
dataset. Later they are often reused for completely different scopes
of applications. This work takes a step back discusses some network
configurations in the context of mammogram classification. Therefore
we first introduce some general methods for DL in the first section of
Chapter 3. The second section of Chapter 3 introduces and motivates
the experimental pipeline, used to compare an end-to-end based classi-
fication with a more complex decomposition hierarchy. The results of
this experiments are provided and discussed in Chapter 4.

Lastly, Chapter 5 summarizes the achieved insights and includes an
outlook regarding further work on the underlying problem.
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Ethical View-Point

Any human data that was explored in this work originates from the
widely used public domain Digital Database for Screening Mammogra-
phy (DDSM) [4] [5]. Besides the re-use of this data in an anonymized
fashion, no further patient-related information was included for any
part of this work. There may also arise ethical issues with mammogram
diagnosis by itself. Introducing an automatic system that has the capa-
bility of yielding false-positives can lead to problems in psychological
terms for the patients [6]. Also, there may be the possibility of causing
additional investigations that might not have been necessary. Those
issues are critical if the technology discussed in this thesis would be
used one day in the clinical routine. An ethical value could be gained
from this work by the exploration of an improved mammogram classifi-
cation. Such improvements can reduce the number of misclassifications
and therefore ensure a more reliable diagnosis.



Chapter 2

Literature Research

This section reviews several examples from the literature for performing
mass detection and tumour classification based on mammograms.

Mammogram Classification

It should be emphasized here that this underlying problem can be
treated with different strategies. Such strategies often include either
a two-class (binary) or three-class classification. One group of the
approaches found in the literature target the problem of finding ab-
normalities in the breast tissue that is depicted on the mammogram.
Therefore, a two-class labelling can be performed to yield the infor-
mation if the mammogram is predicted to contain suspicious- or only
normal breast-tissue. The drawback of this kind of labelling is that no
statement is obtained if the findings are of the benign (mostly harmless)
or malignant (cancerous) type. Another part of the body of literature
contains approaches that propose an additional mass detection step
and a subsequent classification into benign and malignant masses after-
wards. It should be emphasized here that the classification is performed
on-mass here and not on-image, as in the proceeding of this work. Fi-
nally, there are also numerous examples available that consider a 3-class
classification problem (benign, malignant, normal). Thus , the problem
can be either evaluated on-patient or on-image. This diversity of strate-
gies complicates a final reliability between some of the classification
schemata from the literature.

Typically CAD systems include different processing stages like pre-
processing, normalization, data augmentation, feature extraction, and
classification. Often, some of these stages can be merged together or
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further subdivided. In this fashion, John Arevalo et al. [7] describe
an automatic extraction of relevant features by fitting a convolutional
neural network (CNN) in a supervised training procedure. Next, the
classification is then carried out by a support vector machine classi-
fier (SVM). The SVM receives features, provided by the penultimate
layer of the trained CNN as inputs and is designed to reveal the re-
spective lesion classification labels (benign/malignant). Compared to
the exploration of hand-crafted features, this practice led to an area
under the receiver operanting characteristic (AUROC)-score of 0.860 for
the CNN-based method vs. 0.799 for hand-crafted feature-based classi-
fication. [8] provides an overview over most of the classical methods
that are partially implemented in modern CAD systems. The range
of computational techniques for detection and diagnosis spans here
from advantages from the field of image enhancement, the improved
detection of calcium clusters1, masses, architectural distortion2 up to
content based information retrieval.

Extraction of Features

One important key aspect of successful mammogram classification is
the extraction of features with a high discriminative power. Ball and
Bruce [9] e.g. extended the Dixon and Taylor line enhancement algo-
rithm [10] in order to perform spiculation-based image enhancement.
In the respective study, the initial mammogram was firstly enhanced
in order to emphasize the speculated regions.Those enhanced images
were successively classified into benign or malignant samples.

Other investigations generated advantages by extracting features
not only from the spatial domain but also from accessing specific spec-
tral representations of the mammography source material. Besides the
commonly explored Fourier-space representation, there are also more
problem-specific transformation schemes available like e.g. the wavelet
transformation or the curvelet transformation [11] [12].

1based on the observation that one typical symptom for the presence of cancer are
often tiny calcium deposits, visible on the mammograms as white little spots.

2i.e. the distortion of the surrounding healthy tissue e.g. ducts
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The Classification Stage

Besides the sophistic feature extraction routines briefly mentioned
above, there exist also various studies that focus more on the sub-
sequent classification stage itself. In general, many of the classification
methods from the conventional machine learning catalogue are feasible
for the present problem. [13], [14] in example run different methods
like k-nearest-neighbours (K-NN), maximum-likelihood (ML), against each
other and compared their respective performance.

Recently, the field of image processing, in particular, gained multiple
promising novelties thanks to DL.

It is therefore just consequent that also medical image processing
tasks can be extended with DL-based methods.

The potential of DL is especially noticeable when compared to the
conventional CAD methods. CAD systems that are traditionally used
incooperate often a huge fine-tuned hierarchy with parameters that had
to be empirical determined. The development and adjustment of such
systems often incooperate decades of research and development. Nev-
ertheless, comparable young DL-based systems have already proven to
be capable of outperforming many conventional methods. For partic-
ular problem specifications, DL based methods lead to a remarkable
improvement compared to state-of-the-art CAD systems [8] evaluated
on a large dataset e.g. in [15].

While the outstanding performance of DL-based solutions makes
them interesting for a wide variety of tasks, there is still only a limited
amount of insight available how to specify the optimal structure and
parameters of the respective network. This lack of theoretical foun-
dation leads to the modern practice of reusing architectures that have
shown to be feasible for different image-processing problems. In the
last years there were multiple models that asserted themselves against
other competitors. Still, the choice of architecture nowadays comes
often down to simple empirics or just current trends in the field.

Transfer Learning and Pipelines

In [16] we can find a comparison of many popular deep architectures for
image processing, applied in the context of medical image classification.

Here, we can also find a practical example of transfer-learning TL i.e.
the practice of adapting model parameters w.r.t. a general dataset (eg.
cifar, Imagenet, ...) and retraining those models for a specific task. One
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alternative to fine-tuning existing architectures is the exploration of par-
ticular designed CNN. In this sense, [11] uses wavelet activation func-
tions as non-linearities instead of the widely applied sigmoid-, ReLU-
or radial basis functions. This introduces further hyper-parameter that
can be selected by utilizing e.g. swarm optimization methods.

While such specific designed models can contribute in many inter-
esting manners, recent findings hint that complex, multi-staged classifi-
cation hierarchies seem to be capable of yielding current state-of-the-art
performance.

Such a multi-staged pipeline often contains a classifier in the earlier
stages that focuses on a high sensitivity and allows a rather low speci-
ficity of the classification (subsection 3.1.7). In this sense, a patch-based
approach was carried out under the following policy. The first goal was
to label all the patches displaying cancerous material correctly while
some of the harmless patches are tolerated to be incorrectly labelled
as cancer-positive. It was then a task of the consecutive stages to de-
tect and sort out those false positive patches. In [17] the first stage is
represented by a deep-believe-network for generating such candidate
patches for every mammogram that is examined. The set of candidates
is then thinned out by subsequent stages, utilizing random forest clus-
tering, further CNN and Gaussian-mixture-models. It is shown that
such a procedure leads to promising results in terms of classification ac-
curacy. Note that up to now we discussed mainly on-image approaches
and the work carried on in this thesis also follows this paradigm. How-
ever, it is worth mentioning here that there exists also the opportunity
of evaluating an on-patient labelling eg. by exploring additional modal-
ities (CT, MRT), or comparing mammograms taken both breasts with
each other. This procedure based on bilateral mammograms is explored
e.g. in [18].



Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter contains an introduction to the methods that are relevant
for the experimental evaluation. A well-informed reader might skip this
chapter and go directly to the subsequent evaluation. The foundations
of deep learning practices are presented here in a level of detail that
does not demand to be complete but rather facilitates the understanding
of later explanations.

3.1 General Methods for Deep Learning

3.1.1 Multi-layered Perceptrons

In accordance with most supervised classification problems, we also
want to originate our guidance on the given dataset D , composed of D
input samples Xn and their corresponding class labels yn (also refereed
as target values, gold-standard or ground-truth). We assume further
that we can spilt D into bD/Bc (mini-)batches of size B,

D = {(Xn, yn)}D−1d=0 (3.1)
Di = {(Xb, yb)}Bb=i, i = 0, · · · , N −B. (3.2)

The main objective is to find a function f : X 7→ ŷ such that the
predictions ŷ minimize a pre-defined loss function l(y, ŷ) (also referred
to as cost function). The function f will be represented here by a
multi-layered perceptron (MLP) that belongs to the class of parametric
models ŷ = f(X, θ). The set of internal network parameters θ of a
feed forward network can be further distinguished into H subsequent

8
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layers with layer-wise multiplicative weights Wh and additive biases
bh, θ = {Wh, bh}H

h=1. We furthermore denote the activation of layer h as
ah = Wh · oh-1 + bh, the layer’s output oh = gh(ah) = gh(Wh · oh-1 + bn).
gh is the non-linearity of a layer h, and henceforth called γ for the last
layer H, and σ for all others (i.e. σ = gH-1 = · · · = g0). The MLP is now
denoted as

ŷ = γ(WH · oH-1 + bH) (3.3)
oH-1 = σ(WH-1 · oH-2 + bH-1) (3.4)

... (3.5)
o1 = σ(W1 ·X + b1) (3.6)
⇒ ŷ = σ(WH · σ(WH-1 · · · ·σ(W1 ·X + b1) · · ·+ bH-1) + bH). (3.7)

Note here that e.g. Xn denotes a concrete sample while X without
the sub-index addresses a general (symbolic) sample. We will continue
by omitting indices that are kept constant during a statement for the
sake of better readability.

3.1.2 Weight Propagation

While the previous section introduced the basic notation of an MLP’s
structure, we are now going to clarify how artificial neural networks
(ANN) actually process information. Usually, supervised training
means that the networks parameter are firstly adapted in a training
stage (learning phase), by providing the target values to the learning
algorithm. Afterwards, the trained model can be used for inference of
unseen samples. For learning with an iterative procedure, we denote
the current step as step t and the total number of training steps T. One
iteration over D is called one epoch, the total number of trained epochs
E, with D steps per epoch for on-line training (i.e. batch-size equals 1),
and bD/Bc steps per epoch for a batch-based approach. One training
step of the often explored back-propagation algorithm typically consists
of one forward propagation and one backward propagation pass. The
forward pass in pseudo-code is displayed in algorithm 1 [19], and is
nothing else than an iterative execution of equation (3.3) - (3.7).

For a gradient-based learning algorithm, it is required to calculate
the gradients loss w.r.t. the internal parameters by applying the chain
rule of calculus
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Algorithm 1 forward propagation
1: o0 = X

2: for h = 1 , · · · , H-1 do
3: ah = Wh · oh-1 + bh

4: oh = σ(ah)

5: end for
6: aH = WH · oH-1 + bH

7: ŷ ← oH = γ(aH)

∇θl(y, ŷ) =

(
δŷ

δθ

)T
∇ŷl(y, ŷ) =

(
δγ(aH)

δθ

)T
∇ŷl(y, ŷ), (3.8)

where
(
δŷ
δθ

)
is the Jacobian matrix of the predictions, and ∇θl(y, ŷ) de-

notes the gradient of l(y, ŷ) w.r.t. θ.
By applying (3.8) to the weights of layer h, the weights of the previ-

ous layer h-1 and the biases separately, we obtain

∇Whl(y, ŷ) =

(
δγ(ah)

δWh

)T
∇ŷl(y, ŷ) =

(
δγ(Wh · oh-1 + bh)

δWh

)T
∇ŷl(y, ŷ) =

(3.9)

= f ′(Wh · oh-1 + bh)oh-1∇ŷl(y, ŷ). (3.10)

∇Wh-1l(y, ah-1) =

(
δγ(oh-1)

δWh-1

)T
f ′(Wh · oh-1 + bh)oh-1∇ŷl(y, ŷ) (3.11)

∇bhl(y, ŷ) = f ′(Wh · oh-1 + bh)∇ŷl(y, ŷ) (3.12)

Now it is possible to compute this terms for layer H, and succes-
sively propagate the gradients through the network until we arrive at
the first layer (algorithm 2).

The previously computed gradients of the intermediate layers can
now be used for updating one step of the gradient descent algorithm,
according to

θ(t+1) = θ(t) + λ∇θ(t)l(y(t), f(X (t), θ(t))). (3.13)
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Algorithm 2 backward propagation
1: G← ∇ŷl(y, ŷ)

2: for h = H , · · · , 1 do
3: G← ∇ah = f ′(ah) ◦G
4: ∇bhl(y, ŷ) = G

5: ∇Whl(y, ŷ) = G ◦ oh-1

6: G← ∇oh-1l(y, ŷ) = G ◦Wh

7: end for

Equation (3.13)(often referred to as generalized delta rule) introduces the
learning rate λ, that determines the step-size of the gradient descent.
For a batch-based update rule, (3.13) becomes

θ(t+1) = θ(t) + λ
1

|D (t)|
∑

(X,y)∈D (t)

∇θ(t)l(y, f(X, θ(t))), (3.14)

and is often called stochastic gradient descent. D (t) serves here as an
abbreviated form of D(t · B)mod D, where mod invokes a modulo operation
i.e. when we arrive at the end of the dataset, after one epoch, we
continue again with the first samples and so on.

Momentum

One problem that can occur with the naive backward propagation
algorithm is that the parameter updates often converge towards a
local minimum of the multidimensional error surface instead of the
targeted global minimum. This behaviour can be counteracted (up to a
certain extent) by making use of an additional technique, referred to as
momentum. Classical momentum operates by relying the parameter
update not only of the gradient of the current step, but also taking the
last update step into account. It was introduced as

v(t+1) = µv(t) − λ∇θ(t)l(y(t), (3.15)

f(X (t), θ(t)))θ(t+1) = θ(t) + v(t+1). (3.16)

v(t) (velocity) is an intermediate variable, and µ is an additional
hyper-parameter that adjusts how much the momentum influences the
update. Metaphorically spoken, we can think of the gradient descent
algorithm as a hypothetical ball that rolls down the error surface. In
this picture, the momentum term adds inertia of mass into the system
that allows the ball to roll over little local bumps or saddle-points.
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Adam

Among the catalog of improved training algorithms (e.g. [20], [21]) that
are available in the literature, we decided to use ADAM [22]. ADAM
stands for ’adaptive moments’ and is a variant of the gradient-based
update rule discussed above, where the momentum is incorporated
by exponential moving averages over the gradients G and the squared
gradients G ◦ G. By denoting these moving averages as mt

1,m
t
2 and

m̂t
1, m̂

t
2 for their bias corrected versions, and also introducing the decay

rates of the exponential moving averages as β1, β2, the calculation rule
of ADAM is put down in algorithm 3.

β1, β2 ∈ [0, 1) are the exponential decay rates for the moving average
of the gradient mt

1 and the squared gradient mt
2 at step t.

Algorithm 3 ADAM
1: m0

1,m
0
2 ← 0, 0

2: for t = 1 , · · · , T do
3: G← ∇θl(y

(t), f(X (t), θ(t)))

4: m(t)
1 = β1m

(t-1)
1 + (1− β1)G

5: m(t)
2 = β2m

(t-1)
2 + (2− β2)G ◦G

6: m̂(t)
1 = mt

1/(1− βt
1) . note: βt

i denotes βi to the power of t.
7: m̂(t)

2 = mt
2/(1− βt

2)

8: θ(t) = θ(t-1) − λm̂(t)
1 /(

√
m̂(t)

2 + ε)

9: end for

ε is a small term that prevents a division by zero in the numerical
computation. For more details on ADAM, we refer the reader to the
background literature.

Learning Rate Decay

The choice of a feasible learning rate is important for a successful
training of the MLP. On one hand, choosing the learning rate too large
can lead to overstepping the minima of the error surface, resulting
in a non-converging training procedure. On the other hand, a too
small value for the learning rate usually results in an extremely slow
convergence. Therefore, we start here from an initial learning rate λINIT

that we decay over the time according to
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λ̃ = λINIT · rt/TEPOCH . (3.17)

TEPOCH refers here to the chosen number of steps per epoch.

3.1.3 Initialization

Besides the update rule for the MLP’s parameters, one justified ques-
tion is how to initialize θ in the first place. One could be tempted to
think here that the initialization can be done arbitrarily since the update
works on the dataset, but a further investigation into the topic shows
that the initialization is crucial for the convergence of the learning algo-
rithm. Imagine e.g. that we initialize all weights to the same constant.
This would lead to the situation that all gradients are calculated to
be exactly the same for each element (i.e. each neural-unit) per layer.
Since ANN gain their advantages by the use of different weights and
gradients, it is obviously here that the synchronous update of all ele-
ments of each layer h is not desirable. It has been shown that random
initialization1 of the weights of the network already leads to an effective
training for certain problems or network architectures. Especially when
the discussed architecture is chosen to be deep (i.e. contains many
layers, H»1), purely random initialized variables often are not adapted
accordingly by the training algorithm. As already mentioned earlier,
TL can be utilized to take advantage of the weights from a previously
trained network (that can be trained for a different task) of the same
architecture to initialize the new model. Afterwards, the last layers that
usually learn more context-specific features are retrained, using a low
training rate in order not to mess up the gradients. While this practice
has proven itself feasible for multiple approaches, we would prefer to
be independent of the previously trained model, and also from distinct
datasets. The fact that this work is aimed to get a better understanding
of the different stages in mammogram classification, and not in improv-
ing the state of the art justifies this choice of methodology. Hence we
continue by training the chosen topologies from scratch and initializing
the network-variables according to the following general initialization
scheme.

1Typically sampled from a uniform distribution or a normal distribution.
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Xavier Glorot Initialization

Especially the popular choice of sigmoid activation functions for the
networks non-linearities σ can yield a certain difficulty, commonly
known as vanishing gradients problem. Loosely spoken, the problem
arises from big activations ah that reach the flat tails of the sigmoid
function. Therefore, a gradient with a vanishing small absolute value is
obtained. The nature of the propagation algorithm in combination with
deep learning architectures lead to an amplification of the effect while
the gradients are propagated through the network. This motivates the
aim of a common distribution on the inputs of each respective layer.
According to [23] we can therefore formulate two initial conditions on
the networks parameters for every two layers i,j:

∀i, j : Var(ai) = Var(aj) (3.18)

Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δoi−1

)
= Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δoj−1

)
. (3.19)

This can be read as condition 1, demanding all activation of all the
layers to result in the same variance, and equally for the variance of the
layers gradients.

We proceed by applying the following transformation to condition
1, assuming ni is size of layer i, nj is size of layer j and

Var(ai) = Var(aj), (3.20)

Var(X)
i-1∏

h=0

nhVar(Wh) = Var(X)

j-1∏
h=0

nhVar(Wh). (3.21)

We assume without loss of generality that i ≤ j, then

j-1∏
h=i

nhVar(Wh) = 1, (3.22)

⇒ ∀h : nhVar(Wh) = 1. (3.23)

Analogue transformation of the condition on the gradients leads to
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Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δoi−1

)
= Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δoj−1

)
, (3.24)

Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δWi

)
= Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δWj

)
, (3.25)

i-1∏
h=0

nhVar(Wh)
H∏

h=i

nh+1Var(Wh)× Var(X)Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δoH

)
= (· · · )

(· · · ) =
j-1∏

h=0

nhVar(Wh)
H∏

h=j

nh+1Var(Wh)× Var(X)Var

(
δl(y, ŷ)

δoH

)
,

(3.26)
H∏

h=i

nh+1Var(Wh) =
H∏

h=j

nh+1Var(Wh). (3.27)

Again we choose i ≤ j,

j-1∏
h=i

nh+1Var(Wh) = 1, (3.28)

⇒ ∀h : nh+1Var(Wh) = 1. (3.29)

In order to incorporate both conditions into one statement, we add
(3.23) + (3.29):

(nh + nh+1)Var(Wh) = 2, (3.30)

Var(Wh) =
2

nh + nh+1
(3.31)

From this compromised condition we can proceed by initializing
the weights of the respective layers by sampling e.g. from a uniform
distribution:

Wh ∼ U

[
−

√
6√

nh + nh+1
,

√
6√

nh + nh+1

]
. (3.32)

Note that the bias terms bh are excluded from the above computation
since they can typically be initialized to a small constant without a
negative impact on the training’s convergence.
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3.1.4 Batch Normalization

The application of the Xavier Initialization is mainly motivated by the
urge of ensuring a continuous flow of information through the network.
In addition, it would be worthwhile to support this behaviour also
during the run of the training phase. Hence, a feasible practice is
batch normalization (BN) [24] on the outputs of the networks layers2.
BN mainly introduces an additional operation on the outputs of each
regarded layer. This operation normalizes each scalar variable in oh with
respect to its estimated temporal mean Ê(t)(oh) and variance V̂ar

(t)
(oh).

The estimation is carried out by a moving average filtering of the sample
mean and variance of the current batch

ô(t)
h =

oh − Ê(t)(oh)√
V̂ar

(t)
(oh)

, (3.33)

Ê(t)(oh) = EMA(t)(EDt [oh]), (3.34)

V̂ar
(t)
(oh) = EMA(t)(VarDt [oh]). (3.35)

EMA denotes the exponential moving average operation. The normal-
ization alone can lead to an activation of only the linear part of σ. Thus,
further scaling and shifting variables c1, c2 (in the original paper γ, β
[24]) have to be introduced as

oh = c1ô
(t)
h + c2. (3.36)

Since these variables have to be learned during the training, they can
be seen as an extension of the set of trainable parameters θ. Their
computation asks for the calculation of additional gradients during the
backward propagation (e.g. δl(y,ŷ)

δô(t) , δl(y,ŷ)
δc1

, δl(y,ŷ)
δc2

...).

3.1.5 Dropout

Dropout is a regularization technique, used in many state-of-the-art
solutions for a big variety of deep learning tasks [25]. Closely related to

2It is an ongoing discussion in the field of deep learning whether BN is most
suitable to be applied before or after the non-linearity of a layer. The recent trend
goes towards a placing of the BN operation after the activation function .
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neural noise, it deems to prevent over-fitting by randomly deactivat-
ing pairwise connections between neurons of two consecutive layers.
Similar as we did with BN, we can realize this strategy by inserting
additional layers that suppress the transmission of certain features with
the probability 1− pkeep (pkeep is simply a hyper-parameter), and rescale
the remaining outputs to keep the absolute sum of all layer outputs un-
affected. For one possible formulation of drop-out we take u ∼ U [0, 1],
pkeep ∈ [0, 1], and proceed by

oBN =

o · 1/pkeep if u < pkeep,

0 else.

3.1.6 Convolutional Networks

The general type of layer introduced with the MLP earlier in this chapter
is usually referred to as dense or fully connected layer. One practical
problem that occurs by applying networks with only dense layers to
image processing tasks is that a number of training parameters θ can
become immense. To deal with this problem, convolutional layers
were introduced that are able to operate with far fewer parameters
by exploring local neighbourhoods. Shared variables is the name of
the paradigm that substitutes the fully connected multiplication we
discussed earlier (i.e. each neuron of a layer is connected to all neurons
of the subsequent layer) by a convolution with a stack of kernels for the
whole input array. The weights are now represented by the entries of
this kernel stack. The size of the kernels is denoted here as MxN and is
typically much smaller than the size of the model input. Furthermore,
the third dimension of the kernel stack, that determines how many
kernels are used per layer, also called channels will be omitted from
our formulation. In the following, we reorder our indexing and write
e.g. ah

x,y for the activations of layer h on the entry at the location (x,y) in
one of the two-dimensional channels. The 2D convolution of a kernel-
stack, with an image, results in a feature map with the same number
of channels like the original stack. The activations of a layer can now
directly formulated by making use of the 2D discrete convolution:

ah
x,y = W h ~ σ(oh-1

x,y) + bh
x,y =

M-1∑
i=0

N-1∑
j=0

wh
i,jσ(o

h-1
x-i,y-j) + bh

x,y. (3.37)
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If we neglect some specific implementation details of convolutional
layers3, most of the statements derived earlier in this chapter are still
valid. The only thing that we want to discuss in more detail here, is
how the gradient update has to be adapted to deal with the convo-
lution operation instead of the multiplication [26]. Similar to the one
dimensional MLP, we now formulate one entry in the two dimensional
gradient matrix gh

x,y as

gh
x,y =

δl(θ)

δoh
x,y

=
M-1∑
u=0

N-1∑
v=0

δl(θ)

δoh+1
u,v

δoh+1
u,v

δoh
x,y

= (3.38)

M-1∑
u=0

N-1∑
v=0

gh+1
u,v

δ

δoh
x,y

M-1∑
i=0

N-1∑
j=0

wh+1
i,j σ(o

h
u-i,v-j) + bh+1

u,v = (3.39)

M-1∑
u=0

N-1∑
v=0

gh+1
u,v

M-1∑
i=0

N-1∑
j=0

wh+1
i,j

δ

δoh
x,y
σ(oh

u-i,v-j). (3.40)

We used here l(θ) as an abbreviated form of l(y, f(X, θ)). The term
δ

δoh
x,y
σ(oh

u-i,v-j) is everywhere equal to zero, except for the case that x=u-i
and y=v-j. If that case occurs, we can also conclude that i=u-x and j=v-y.
By applying this relations, we can derive from (3.40)

M-1∑
u=0

N-1∑
v=0

gh+1
u,v Wu-x,v-yσ

′(ohx,y) = gh+1 ~W-x,-yσ
′(ohx,y). (3.41)

Finally, from the gradients of the outputs δl(θ)

δoh
x,y

we can now also
derive the gradients of the weights as

δl(θ)

δW h
x,y

=
M-1∑
u=0

N-1∑
v=0

δl(θ)

δoh
u,v

δδoh
u,v

δW h
x,y

= (· · · ) = gh
x,y ~ σ(oh-1

-x,-y). (3.42)

We omit some steps in 3.42 for the sake of simplicity. For a complete
deduction of the computations here, the reader is encouraged to visit
[26]. Note here that the terms W-x,-y, oh-1

-x,-y can be understood as an two
times mirrored (or 180 degree rotated) indexing of the initial matrix
entries Wx, y, oh-1

x,y . By realizing that the back-propagated gradient of the
convolution results in a convolution and a rotation, we can carry out
adapted versions of the update algorithms that are described earlier in
this chapter.

3e.g. the difference between full and valid convolutions
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3.1.7 Loss Function

The choice of the loss function, minimized in the training stage is a sig-
nificant factor for the network’s utility since it qualifies the mapping f,
resulting from the training. Two classic straight forward loss functions
are the least squares loss (quadratic cost) lSQ(y, ŷ) = 0.5

∑N
n (yn − ŷn)

2

and the binary cross entropy lBCE(y, ŷ) = −
∑N

n [yn ln ŷn+(1−yn) ln (1−
ŷn)]. The reason why this loss functions in their basic formulations are
unsuitable for the segmentation part of our problem derives from the
fact that medical image segmentation often introduces highly imbal-
anced classification problems. I.e. we often find cases where it becomes
necessary to segment a small region of interest (ROI) from a large back-
ground area. We want to assume here for a hypothetical example that
we possess over segmentation labels in form of binary masks and fur-
thermore that both, X, y ∈ R2 (images). The resulting dominance of
pixels with a value of zero (black, or background) compared to white
pixels that hold the value one (white, ROI) in the targets leads to the
previously mentioned imbalance and thus to difficulties in using the
naive lSQ or lBCE. A typical outcome of such a setting in a practical train-
ing is that the network’s loss is minimized by classifying all samples
as members of the dominant class (in our example the background),
independent from the sample’s individual features. We neglected the
use of the (binary) cross entropy with ω as class weightening factor
lWCE(y, ŷ) = −

∑N
n [ωyn ln ŷn+(1−yn) ln (1−ŷn)] because of the introduc-

tion of its additional sensitive parameter, that also limits the flexibility
of the model4. Another option that internally faces the problem of an
imbalanced classification is the utilization of the Sørensen-Dice coeffi-
cient5 DICE(A,B) = 2|A∩B|

|A|+|B| (here stated for two setsA,B). One possible
incorporation of the dice as a loss function for binary classification reads

lDICE(y, ŷ) = 1−
∑N

n ynŷn + ε∑N
n yn + ŷn + ε

−
∑N

n (1− yn)(1− ŷn) + ε∑N
n (1− yn) + (1− ŷn) + ε

(3.43)

Besides the Dice-coefficient, it is also possible to define a loss func-

4I.e. the fix choice of ω results in a problem definition that is not robust against
varying size of the segmented area.

5The dice coefficient is closely related to the Jaccard index JACCARD(A,B) =
2|A·B|
|A|2+|B|2 . In contrast to the Jaccard index, the Dice-coefficient is no metric in the
mathematical sense since it does not fulfill the triangle inequality. It is therefore
commonly referred to as a semi-metric [27].
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tion that is related to statistical characteristics of the current classifier.
In order to explain their role in the corresponding loss function, we
will quickly introduce some of those characteristics. Later in this work,
we are also going to use these characteristics in order to monitor and
evaluate the performance of the retrieved model. Every non-optimal
binary classifier will misclassify some of the features presented with
respect to the gold-standard. In general, we distinguish here between
two types of possible mistakes, the false positive (FP) error (α- or type I
error), and the false negative (TN) error ( β- or type II error). With the
concrete number of pixel per image available that have been either been
labelled correctly (true positive TP and true negative TN), or belong to
one of the two error categories, we can also evaluate the

specificity
TN

TN+FP
, (3.44)

sensivity (recall)
TP

TP+FN
, (3.45)

precision
TP

TP+FP
, (3.46)

false positive rate (fallout)
FP

FP+TP
and (3.47)

accuracy
TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN
. (3.48)

While the specificity hints how good our classifier performs in avoid-
ing false positives, the sensitivity provides insight how many of the
positives have been detected as such. It should be obvious here that
both characteristics can be maximized respectively by yielding labels
of only one type. [28] uses this two characteristics to define a novel
sensitivity-specificity (SS) loss as

lss(y, ŷ) = ρ

∑N
n (ynŷn)

2yn∑N
n yn + ε

+ (1− ρ)
∑N

n (ynŷn)
2(1− yn)∑N

n (1− yn) + ε
. (3.49)

The first fraction represents here the sensitivity-term and the second
fraction the respective specificity. ρ is a trade-off-parameter that weights
the two terms against each other.
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3.2 Specification of the Experimental Pipeline

A large number of DL-based solutions are applied in an end-to-end
manner i.e. by just providing the inputs together with some gold
standard and letting the model approximate the underlying mapping
by itself. However, it is of topical interest in the field of deep learning if
it may be more feasible to subdivide a problem into smaller parts and
proceed by solving these decompositions (divide-and-conquer).

Here, we want to discuss these disparate paradigms w.r.t. our prob-
lem of mammogram classification. The pipeline for the experimental
evaluation of an end-to-end approach vs. a decomposition hierarchy is
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Before we continue to report the results and
explain the experiments that led to them, we want to quickly give an
overview of some of the aspects of deep learning based end-to-end vs.
decomposition based training routines.

• End-to-end: One possible advantage of an end-to-end training
of a deep learning based parametric classification model can be
that the model is not limited by possibly infeasible constraints,
introduced by the examiner of the experiments. Also, end-to-end
paradigms can be considered as a ’[...] kind of "Occam’s razor"
[...]’ [29], because they introduce systems with a typically rather
straightforward setup.

When it comes to deep architectures, it is often intuitively argued
that a model with a high enough expressivity [30] (e.g. with a
large number of internal parameters θ) should theoretically be
able to find the optimum mapping between the given inputs and
targets by itself. However, it has been shown [31] that for prac-
tical problems, end-to-end training alone is often not sufficient.
The occurrence of this phenomenon is often related to problems
introduced by the gradient update algorithm.

• Decomposition: While end-to-end approaches often captivate
by offering simple and powerful solutions without the need of
in-depth knowledge about a problem, decomposition hierarchies
require a more careful design of the proposed solution. Moreover,
it is mostly not possible to find the standalone optimal decom-
position scheme for a specific problem. We also don’t want to
raise the claim here that our decomposition showed in Figure 3.1
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represents the non-plus ultra. Our choice of decomposition hier-
archy is rather meant to be a reflection of what is often observed
in the body of literature. In this type of decomposition, we train
multiple models in different stages. Therefore, during the training
of the ROI detector, we provide additional information about the
location of the suspicious region, provided by medical experts.
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative signal flow graph of the experimental pipelines.
I. End-to-end approach (left side): In the training phase directly feed
the classification input samples X (i.e. the mammograms) into a clas-
sification network. According to those samples, the classifier returns
predictions Ẑ of the provided gold-standard labels Z. In each step
of the training, the current prediction error E is evaluated w.r.t. the
loss function, and serves the adaptation of the classifiers internal pa-
rameters by the training algorithm (ADAM). After the training phase,
the resulted model can be utilized for inference of unseen samples. II.
Decomposition hierarchy (right side): For the decomposition of the clas-
sification task, we first train a segmentation network (U-net) to perform
the region of interest (ROI) detection. For the training of this network,
we provide additional binary image masks Y . The resulting ROI de-
tector is then used in a non-adaptive manner to supply information
about the incidence of suspicious regions. The generated signal Ŷ is
then combined with the original input X into a context that represents
the input of the classification stage. Besides the adjusted input, the
classifier here is trained exactly like the one in the end-to-end approach,
and can, after passing the training stage (ii), be exploited for inference.
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Results

This chapter describes the experimental setup of this work and presents
the results obtained under the respective setup. The order in which
the experiments are presented here reflects their logical dependence
on each other. Also, we are going to motivate our choice of model
hyper-parameters and discuss their role in the associated model. As
already hinted in chapter 2, the main purpose of this work lies in the
design of a mapping from the feature space X to the target space y. In
the specific context of mammogram classification, we therefore aim
towards a model, capable of predicting if the breast tissue, depicted
on a mammogram contains suspicious areas (benign/malignant), or if
only healthy regions (normal) are displayed. It has been also mentioned
before that this concrete problem can be carried out as either a binary
or three-class classification. In the following, we will investigate this
problem as a three-class classification. While one sample of X is given
as a 2D Pixel array for both possible problem statements, a sample of y
is represented by an one-hot vector (e.g. [0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0]) of length
3. The main ambition is a deeper understanding of the potential of a
multi-staged hierarchy, containing i.e. a region of interest detection,
compared to a straightforward end-to-end approach. Note here that
the focus does not lie on pushing the state-of-the-art but rather on
exploring a possible mode of operating and gaining insight knowledge
about the underlying problem.

24
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4.1 Database

The DDSM Database is one of the largest publicly available mammo-
gram databases [4]. It includes cases of the type benign, malignant and
normal from ’approximately 2500 studies’. The first step in the process
of data retrieval was to convert and resize the mammograms. Therefore,
we cropped the images to a quadratic region with the center of mass
at the centrum of the image, and the cropping size was chosen to the
smaller value of the original height and the original width. Afterwards,
the images were rescaled to a common dimension on 1024x1024 by
applying bilinear interpolation. Analogously, the exact same procedure
was performed to the binary ROI masks of the samples from benign
and malignant cases. One disadvantage of the cropping to a quadratic
region was that some of the samples had ROIs located in a cropped
region, and therefore were cut away from the image. The Samples,
that did not contain any annotated regions after the cropping, were
therefore removed from the dataset. We additionally assume that only
one of the investigated characteristics can be present in a mammogram,
i.e. no hybrid samples (normal + cancerous, benign + cancerous) were
allowed. That assumption was inherited from the distinct class labels
provided from the DDSM-database.

After the cropping, 80% of the remaining samples were assigned to
the training set and the rest was taken to be part of the test set. Besides,
each pixel-value of the images was scaled such that all values in an
image were in a range of [0, 1]. In accordance with several literary ex-
amples (e.g. [32]), we also applied contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE) to the source material with 8x8 contextual re-
gions of the same size and the clip-limit set to 0.02. CLAHE is used
here to provide a homogeneous input image to the classification. The
general reasoning for CLAHE and the choice of the clipping parameter
were achieved in early configuration tests. During the training of the
model we artificially enlarged the dataset by using data augmentation
i.e. we randomly flipped each image horizontally and rotated them in a
range of [−5,+5] degree. The final numbers of mammographic images
for all three classes after the splitting in the test and the training set
were

• Malingant (Cancer): Test 370, Train 1483,

• Normal: Test 475, Train 1901
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• Benign: Test 350, Train 1401.

Since there were unequal many samples from benign, malignant
or normal cases, we rebalanced the dataset by taking from each of the
respective subsets with the same probability (i.e. 1/3 for a three-class
classification). Note that this rebalancing was only utilized for the
adaptation (i.e. the training) of the internal model-variables and not for
the calculation of the performance metrics after the training.

4.2 End-to-End Training

4.2.1 Experiment: Training and Evaluating the End-to-
End Classifier

The end-to-end approach in this work is represented by a VGG image
classification network [33], implemented in tensorflow [34], trained
from scratch i.e. by initializing the weights according to the Xavier
Glorot initialization (section 3.1.3). Furthermore, we applied batch-
normalization after each of the convolutional stacks, and dropout after
the fully connected layers. Our choice of hyper-parameters was empiri-
cal identified1 and is listed in Table 4.1.

In terms of activation functions, we used rectified linear activation
functions (ReLU), except from the last layer that implied a sigmoid
function.

Results

The score of the classifier resulting from this experiment, evaluated
with inputs (mammograms) and outputs (class labels) from the test and
training set respectively is presented in Table 4.2, 4.3 and Figure 4.1.
Since all the metrics presented here originate from binary classification
metrics, we have to adapt them to face our three-class problem. This
is carried out here by evaluating the metrics of the occurrence of one
class vs. the occurrence in one of the others (one vs. all). This choice

1For many of the parameters we run small tests where we compared different
configurations, for other parameters we followed advice from the literature. We did
not evaluate all possible combinations of parameters, or used advanced methods like
particle swarm optimization.
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Table 4.1: Model configuration of the VGG-like architecture, used for
the end-to-end classification.

Input dimension 128× 128

Number of input channels 1

Number of prediction labels 3

Batch-size 50

Steps per epoch 5000

Number of epochs 10

Initial learning rate 5 · 10−5

Learning rate decay 0.75

Optimizer ADAM
CLAHE clip-limit 0.02

of methodology allows us to investigate into class-dependent perfor-
mance e.g. Figure 4.1 shows that the discriminative power of samples
from the normal class vs. samples that contained suspicious regions
(benign/cancer) was much higher than e.g. the discriminative power
of the benign/cancerous class vs. the others.

Table 4.2: Performance metrics of the end-to-end classifier, evaluated
on the test-set.

Cancer Normal Benign Mean

Accuracy 0.6937 0.8611 0.7423 0.7657
Specificy 0.6972 0.6550 0.8095 0.7206
Precision 0.5040 0.8853 0.5709 0.6534
Recall 0.6784 0.7474 0.4829 0.6362

Discussion

The result that the normal class showed a higher discriminative power
than the other two classes is also reflected in the accuracy evaluated
on the test (Table 4.2) and training (Table 4.3) set. Also, we are able to
deduce the appearance of overfitting from the difference between the
values of respective metrics in the test and training evaluation.

This property of the classification reflects a difficulty that can also
be observed with medical professionals i.e. it seems to be more readily
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Table 4.3: Performance metrics of the end-to-end classifier, evaluated
on the training-set.

Cancer Normal Benign Mean

Accuracy 0.9026 0.9528 0.9335 0.9296
Specificy 0.6624 0.6254 0.7506 0.6795
Precision 0.7678 0.9810 0.9729 0.9072
Recall 0.9831 0.8985 0.7951 0.8923

accessible if there is a suspicious region in general, then to determine if
a mammogram contains cancerous or benign regions2.

Regarding the specificity, the benign class seems to perform best
for the test and training set. That observation has to be treated with
care, i.e. the good performance regarding the false positive rate can
also be partially originated from the fact that the benign class has the
lowest amount of corresponding samples (see: section 4.1). Thus, the
prediction that a sample is not part of the benign class is more likely
than for the other two classes. The precision metric that supplies a
statement about the fraction of positive predictions that originated
from truly positive values seems again to be the largest for the normal
class. Similar to the accuracy, this indicates here that the normal class
seems to be better discriminable. The recall in our evaluation achieved
the largest values for the normal class during the evaluation on the
test set, and for the cancerous class for the evaluation on the training
set. This difference is another indication that the performance of the
classifier on the training set seems to be biased due to the effects of the
overfitting on the training set.

4.3 Decomposition: Region of Interest De-
tection

The first stage of the hierarchical classification pipeline is expected to
detect and localize suspicious regions inside the current image.

2In real-world scenarios, the situation that an examiner is unsure about the true
nature of a mammographic finding would possibly lead to re-exams (gather further
information/perspectives) or even a biopsy of the tissue in question
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Figure 4.1: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, which
resulted from the evaluation of predictions for each respective class
versus the occurrence from the other two classes in the end-to-end
setup .

4.3.1 Experiment: Training Deep-Learning Based, An-
notation Size-Dependent ROI-Detectors

In order to detect the relevant ROI’s we trained a segmentation model
that used a U-net-like architecture [35]. The classical U-net’s topology
is composed of one contracting path followed by one expansive path
(Figure 4.2).

The contracting path consists of subsequent stacks of convolutional
and max-pooling layers that gradually reduce the resolution (i.e. the
width and the height) of the feature maps while extending the number
of the feature channels. The expansive path is exactly counteractive
i.e. the convolutional layers are now used for reducing the number
of channels while up-sampling layers gradually increase the spatial
resolution of the feature maps. This mirrored architecture enables the
inputs X of the model to contain the same resolution (and number of
channels, i.e. 1) as the binary target masks y. Besides the expansive and
contractive paths, the U-net also consists of shortcut paths that connect
the outputs of the stacks from the contractive path to the respective
inputs of stacks in the expansive path that share the same feature
map resolution. The use of such additional shortcuts is justified by
the following arguments; firstly they can help the training algorithm
to converge quicker [36, 37], and secondly they can also support the
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the topology and the occurring feature-maps
of the U-net-like architecture for the region of interest detection. The
convolutional layers are denoted here after the pattern ’conv kernelsize,
number of input channels -> number of output channels’.

preservation of small, texture based features. We assume here that at
worst, the training routing does not gain anything by the existence
of the shortcuts, and therefore adapts their corresponding weights
towards zero.

The U-net-like topology that was explored here refers strongly to
the original proposition of the U-net’s architecture [35], with only subtle
changes to the layers dimensionality and kernel-size, and also an ex-
plicit implementation of batch-normalization layers. Rectifying linear
units (ReLU) are utilized as non-linearities for all layers except the last
one, that contained sigmoid-non-linearities.

Our choice of hyper-parameters for the first experiment was empiri-
cally chosen3 and is documented in Table 4.4.

3For this choice of parameters we used a synthetic dummy dataset for setting the
parameters roughly and refined the choice of them by exploring the actual DDSM-
data, see Appendix.
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Table 4.4: Model configuration of the U-net-like architecture, used for
ROI-detection.

Input dimension 128× 128

Annotation-mask dimension 128× 128

Batch-size 50

Steps per epoch 100

Number of epochs 20

Initial learning rate 5 · 10−5

Learning rate decay 0.75

Optimizer ADAM
CLAHE clip-limit 0.02

The model was trained on samples from benign and malignant cases
simultaneously with the corresponding annotation masks as targets.
One matter of interest for this experiment was witch loss function (DICE
or SS) is superior in our setting, and how the size of the annotated area
interacts with the respective loss function.

In order to investigate this interaction, we subdivided the dataset
into subsets such that each subset contained a different annotation
size. We, therefore, calculated the histogram of the annotation size of
a sample (i.e. the number of white pixels in the binary mask). In the
next step, we derived the 20-, 40-, 60-, and 80-percentile of the training
data with respect to the annotation size, denoted as q20, q40, · · · . This
allows us to sort the training samples after their annotation sizes into 5
approximately equally large sets, denoted as P0, P1 ... for increasing
annotation sizes.

The performance of the ROI detection model, with respect to differ-
ent measures is presented in Figure 4.3. Note here that only the loss
function directly affects the adaptation of the model’s parameters. It
is also noteworthy that the accuracy, the precision and the recall were
calculated per pixel (i.e. we tracked the number of TP, TN, FP, FN
per batch), while the ’overlap-accuracy’ is calculated according to the
following rule:

overlap-acc(y, ŷ) =

1, if overlap(y, ŷ) ≥ 0.2,

0, else.
(4.1)

overlap(y, ŷ) is represented here by the Szymkiewicz-Simpson coef-
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ficient.

Results

An inspection of the loss in Figure 4.3 shows a slight overfit of the
model during the training. The occurrence of the overfittig-problem
is especially noticeable for all metrics assessed from the utilization of
the DICE cost function (that generally yielded more promising results,
see discussion). In general, the SS-cost seemed to be only capable of
capturing information in the tests where the large annotation-areas
where provided as targets (Figure 4.3, last columns). The occurring
overfit is here reflected in the distance between the blue (training-set)
and red (test-set) curves. Most striking, this can be seen in the sub-plots
depicted in the lines for the precision, recall and overlap-accuracy of
the column P4.

Moreover, it becomes obvious that the network achieved better
predictions (i.e. smaller cost values) for samples from larger target
areas (e.g. P4), compared to the other sets (e.g. P0).

Discussion

The observation that suspicions regions with larger areas in the original
annotation were a relatively good detectable is not surprising since the
respective regions usually contain tumours that are more developed
and therefore are easier differentiable from the surrounding tissue.

Note here that the absolute values of the loss, obtained from the use
of different cost functions can and should not be compared directly to
each other. More relevant than the performance of the loss, however, is
the achieved overlap-accuracy, since it provides insight over the num-
ber of suspicious areas that were detected successfully. Two important
facts can be extracted from the graph of the overlap accuracy:

1. Similar to the loss, the performance of the overlap-accuracy also
yielded higher values for the bigger-annotated groups (e.g P4).

2. The model that used the DICE cost function outperformed the
model that used the SS cost for most of the cases and moreover
performed more robust against the different annotation sizes.

The Xavier initialization of the weights, combined with a small positive
initialization of the biases had the effect that more than 50% of the
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Figure 4.3: Performance of multiple UNET-like Models, during the
training epoch (abscissa: straining steps) with respect to different mea-
sures (ordinate: respective result) and an input resolution of 128x128
pixel. The performance of the training-set (blue) and of the testing-set
(red) are obtained by using samples from five groups of different sized
annotations (P0,P1,...). Two different cost functions (Dice, sensitivity-
specificity SS) were compared. The straight lines annotate the resulting
model’s performance on the complete dataset.
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pixels in the model’s output from the first iterations contained positive
labels. This is reflected in an overlap-accuracy and recall of level one,
while the precision had the level zero. During the training, however, the
model learned to predict the requested masks more precisely leading
to a more realistic trade-off between the observed metrics4. While the
results of our setting are far from competing with the current state of
the art ROI-detectors, it is demonstrated in Figure 4.3 that at least a
partial success in the detection of suspicious areas had been achieved
here.

Figure 4.4: Examples of mammograms (clahe enhanced) with the bor-
ders of annotated regions from the resulted prediction (green), and
ground truth (blue). The top row resulted from the training with the
sensitivity-specificity loss function while the bottom row used the Dice-
loss. P0, P1, ... documents the annotation-size-group of the training
samples (Note that the images are picked arbitrarily and are presented
here for an illustrative purpose. They, therefore, are not necessarily
representative of the whole class).

4.4 Decomposition: Context Merging

The low accuracy of the ROI-detector makes it necessary to provide the
original input in addition to the ROI-masks for the classification stage.
For this combination of the inputs with the ROI-masks exist multiple

4A monitoring of the appearing ROI-masks during the training can be found in
the Appendix, A.2
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feasible schemata. We will discuss here one possible combination that
is feasible for our purpose.

4.4.1 Merging the Five ROI-Masks with the Original
Input

In this respect, we will investigate here in a simple summation of the
binary ROI-masks yielded from the five trained detectors. The resulting
fused map is similar to a heat map. We here implicitly use the auxiliary
hypothesis that a region with a high probability of containing cancer
should also be recognized by more detectors than the non-suspicious
areas. By making this additional mask available as an extra channel of
the input, we could briefly summarize this merging scheme as

X5-ROI, n = X_
n (YROI-1,n + · · ·+ YROI-5,n) (4.2)

where Xn, YROI-i,n ∈ RINPUT-WIDTH×INPUT-HEIGTH×1 indicate the original
input and the ROI-mask retrieved from the i-th detector respectively.
A_B denotes here the concatenation of A and B in the direction of the
last axis (as additional channel), such that the merged input for the
classification can be read as X5-ROI, n ∈ RINPUT-WIDTH×INPUT-HEIGTH×2.

4.5 Decomposition: Classification

The targeted identification of differences between the end-to-end vs
the decomposition based classification motivates the utilization of the
same classification method for the second stage of the decomposition
that was already explored for the end-to-end approach i.e. with a CNN
of a VGG architecture, and hyper-parameters as listed in Table 4.5.

The only difference to the end-to-end classifier here is naturally the
adapted input as mentioned in the previous section. We will, therefore,
proceed by providing experimental results the combination scheme of
section 4.4.

4.5.1 Experiment: Five additive ROI

Classification results from this section were achieved with an input as
described in subsection 4.4.1. It is of special interest here if, and how
the network benefits from the additional information, provided by our
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Table 4.5: Model configuration of the VGG-like architecture, used for
the decomposition based classification.

Input dimension 128× 128

Number of input channels 2

Number of prediction labels 3

Batch-size 50

Steps per epoch 5000

Number of epochs 10

Initial learning rate 5 · 10−5

Learning rate decay 0.75

Optimizer ADAM
CLAHE clip-limit 0.02

(weak) ROI detector section 4.3. Disappointingly, it turned out that the
training could not benefit from the additional information at all, as the
metrics documented in Table 4.6, 4.7 and Figure 4.5 uncover. Moreover,
instead of performing equally and just ignoring the additional data,
the classification performed remarkable worse than the end-to-end
evaluation. As demotivating as this outcome seems at first, it is also
an interesting behaviour that will be analysed further in the following
section.

Results

The first thing to note from a consideration of Table 4.6, 4.7 and Figure
4.5 is that there is almost no significant difference between the per-
formance of the training and the test set, unlike to the performance
observed from the end-to-end model. Another observation that can
be made is the relative accuracy of the classes. Remember here that
we achieved the labels in equivalence to section 4.2 by comparing the
occurrence of one class vs. all the others. Note also that the network
was trained by providing each class with the same probability (rebal-
ancing), but evaluated the performance on the whole dataset i.e. with
the class-distribution documented in section 4.15. It is worth noting

5The class distribution is emphasized here due to its influence on the classification
metrics. E.g. a highly imbalanced dataset could be classified with a large accuracy
by just predicting the dominant class all the time. We can furthermore estimate the
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that the normal class shows again the greatest discriminative power
compared to the other two classes, even when the absolute values are
now lower than for the end-to-end model. Figure 4.5 reveals clearly
that the classification of the cancerous class does not show a significant
difference to pure guessing, even when the represented accuracy was
assessed to be c.a. 0.7.

Table 4.6: Performance metrics of the decomposition classifier, taking
into account the adding of the five ROIs in addition to the original
input, evaluated on the test-set.

Cancer Normal Benign Mean

Accuracy 0.6921 0.7347 0.5305 0.6524
Specificy 0.9287 0.7460 0.5426 0.7391
Precision 0.5086 0.7743 0.3666 0.5499
Recall 0.1595 0.4695 0.8286 0.4858

Table 4.7: Performance metrics of the decomposition classifier, taking
into account the adding of the five ROIs in addition to the original
input, evaluated on the training-set.

Cancer Normal Benign Mean

Accuracy 0.7062 0.7329 0.5306 0.6566
Specificy 0.9287 0.7645 0.5065 0.7332
Precision 0.5951 0.8027 0.3739 0.5906
Recall 0.1625 0.4345 0.8944 0.4971

accuracy of the all-random predictor for the present class distribution, i.e. how good
a predictor that just guesses randomly would perform in terms of accuracy. Therefore,
we can calculate the probability of a class to occur, and being classified correctly as
P (class i occurs ∩ class i predicted). Since for the all-random predictor this events
are independent, we can calculate them as P (class i occurs ∩ class i predicted) =

P (class i occurs)·P (class i predicted). We can calculate the accuracy of the all-random
prediction for each class as #samples from class i

#total samples · 13 +
(1−#samples from class i

#total samples ) · 23 . The estimated
accuracy of the all-random prediction therefore renders to be c.a. 0.545, 0.507, 0.553
for the cancerous, normal and benign class respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, resulted
from the evaluation of predictions from each respective class versus
the occurrence from the other two classes in the decomposition setup,
based on the added ROI-mask concatenated with the original input .

Discussion

The fact that only c.a. 16% of the cancerous samples from both, the
test and the training set were discovered as such (Table 4.6, 4.7 column:
cancer, row: recall), is a strong indication how worse the classifier got
by providing additional inputs. By taking into account the specificity
and the recall of the cancerous class, we can conclude that the classifier
estimated that the large majority of samples was non-cancerous. Hence,
a high amount (c.a. 92%) of the cancer-negative samples were also
recognized as such (specificity).

Analysis

The observation that the decomposition pipeline achieved inferior per-
formance scores evokes the question why the decomposition model was
not able to learn at least the same features like the previous approach.
In order to enlighten this issue, we compare the loss performances
during the training time (Figure 4.6).

It becomes visible that in the first steps of the training routine,
the decomposition model seems to adapt slightly quicker to the data
presented (Figure 4.6, step 0-10000). Up to this point, the optimization
of the parameter seems to benefit from the additional channel. Past
step 10000, the model seems to have already converged and does not
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Figure 4.6: The plot of the loss performance over the training time.
In order to get a finer time-resolution, we evaluated the loss every 10
batches during training for one batch (depicted as points here). The
lines provide a moving average with window-size 51 over the batch-
wise evaluations.

improve w.r.t. the minimization of the utilized loss (cross-entropy). The
end-to-end approach, however, converges for a longer timespan (past
step 20000) and also reaches a lower loss performance in total. One
explanation for this behaviour would be that the additional data indeed
presented some information that helped the model to learn quicker in
the beginning of the training. Due to the weakness of the used ROI
detector, the model seems to got misdirected after a certain point in
time and therefore got stuck in a local minimum, that does not allow the
algorithm to converge any further. Note here that the better performing
end-to-end model naturally also gets stuck in a minimum, but in terms
of the hyper-dimensional error-surface, the minimum of the end-to-end
approach is located lower w.r.t. the evaluated loss.

In order to support this claim, we retrained the misdirected de-
composition model but this time we simply removed the additional
information (i.e. instead of the combined ROI-Masks we fed all zero
tensors into the additional channel).

The resulting loss plot is pretended in Figure 4.7. One important
observation here is the large discontinuity of the loss graph on step
50000 i.e. the step where we removed the additional data6. This discon-

6Figure 4.7 shows the moving average over the single batch-performances, tracked
during the training on the training set. It is important to report here that this moving
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Figure 4.7: This plot contains the same information as Figure 4.6
with the addition of the loss performance, retrieved from the retrained
model.

tinuity hints that the network really relied on the additionally provided
data. This goes so far that the network that is left behind after taking
the additional data away almost has to learn the features as if it would
be trained from the random initialization. This observation is stressed
by comparing the loss of the retrained network (Figure 4.7, solid red
line) with the loss of the end-to-end approach (Figure 4.7, dashed blue
line). Another important observation here is that the retrained net-
work achieves loss performance (and also w.r.t. the additional metrics,
even if not explicitly stated here) that is indistinguishable from the
end-to-end approach. One could argue that it is not a big surprise since
this two approaches use now exactly the same dataset7 and also the
same architecture (besides of course the first layer that still expects two
channels). Still, there would also be the possibility that the additional
data confused the training in a way that would not allow finding the
path back towards the area in the error surface where the minimum of
the end-to-end model seems to be located.

average was performed on the batches before and after taking away the features
independently and therefore also highlights the difference in the loss-curve.

7with the trivial exception of the all-zero-tensors, fed as a place-holder for the
previous combined ROI-masks
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Summary and Outlook

5.1 Summary

This section summarizes the key insights, gained from the previously
discussed results. The present work revolves around the problem of
training deep-learning based models for mammogram classification.
Concretely, this was investigated by comparing an end-to-end classifier
with a decomposition pipeline, used to extract information regarding
the location of the suspicious regions in the mammograms. We firstly
trained a VGG-like network to discriminate between different samples,
labelled as benign, malignant and normal. Subsequently, we reported
and discussed binary metrics (accuracy, specificity, precision, recall,
AUROC) evaluated on the resulting predictions in a one vs. all fashion.
We established that the model performed considerably better on the
training- than on the test-data (commonly referred to as overfitting-
problem). Besides, we witnessed a significant margin between the
respective classes, in terms of accuracy as well as receiving operand
characteristics. The highest discriminative power occurred during the
evaluation of samples from the normal class vs. samples from the sus-
picious (i.e. benign/malignant) classes. The fact that the cancerous,
as well as the benign class, showed comparable lower discriminabil-
ity most likely originates from their common visual appearance. The
resulting classifier is far from being a top-scoring competitor on the
DDSM dataset but serves here as a proof-of-concept for the end-to-end
approach. Next, we focused on a decomposition-pipeline, and hereby
firstly on the ROI detection stage. We trained five independent ROI
detectors on different sizes of outcome-prediction masks. For each of

41
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the five detectors, we tracked the loss together with the binary classifica-
tion metrics during the training. In this setting, we also compared two
different loss functions, one that took the tradeoff between sensitivity
and specificity into account, and another one that was based on the
DICE coefficient. It turned out that the DICE-based loss was superior
for all the five detectors. Nevertheless, all of our detectors resulted in a
rather poor performance in terms of detection accuracy.

To overcome this difficulty, we provided the classification masks as
additional input to the original modalities (the mammograms) for the
classification stage.

Surprisingly, the model was not able to extract the provided infor-
mation in a way improved the recognition rate, instead, the training
got misdirected and the resulting classifier could not catch up with the
end-to-end approach w.r.t. all considered metrics.

This led to further investigations on the loss of the respective meth-
ods during the training time. It turned out that the decomposition-
based method lacked the ability to find the same minimum in the
error surface that the end-to-end approach discovered successfully.
For supporting this claim, we retrained the misdirected model under
the provision of all-zero tensors instead of the additional data. It was
noted that the model now seems to be able to successfully recover the
performance of the end-to-end approach.

5.2 Outlook

One main contributor to the low accuracy and AUC of the decomposition-
pipeline seemed to arise from the weak ROI detector. A good entry
point for further investigation into the comparison between end-to-end
vs. decomposition would, therefore, be an improved ROI detection.
There are many practical approaches available in the literature to per-
form such a detection, however, the required independence from other
previous data is crucial for a robust analysis and could limit the number
of possible opportunities. Nevertheless, a deeper investigation into
this aspect could be lucrative for understanding the behaviour of deep
architectures in this specific scenario. It is worth mentioning here that
in order to achieve an improved understanding of the behaviour of
deep-architectures for specific problems, a general theoretical founda-
tion of these methods would be worthwhile. Recently, the urge for
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this understanding has brought up promising concepts from the deep-
learning and the mathematical society [38]. Also, there seems to exist
a certain concordance between the loss surfaces of DL-models and
methods borrowed from physics/engineering e.g. spin-glass models
[39]. Well-designed prospective trials may take benefits from this novel
theories in order to expand our knowledge and understanding of deep
learning.
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Appendix

A.1 Synthetic Placeholder Dataset

We utilized a synthetic dataset for the pre-adjustment of some of the
ROI-detectors hyper-parameters. Some exemplary images from this
dataset are presented in figure A.1. The dummy-dataset was modelled
in a 3D graphic software (blender), and does not introduce valid infor-
mation to our evaluated models in any kind. It was just explored in
order to roughly define some of the model-parameters (e.g. learning
rate, CLAHE-clip-limit, etc.) and to have a quick confirmation that the
model is able to learn (overlap accuracy of 1 after 2000 training steps).
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Figure A.1: Example of samples from the dummy-dataset, used for
the pre-configuration of some of the ROI-detectors training parameters.
The top two rows contain synthetic placebo images and the two botton
rows the corresponding ROI annotations.
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A.2 Appended Material for Results

The argument that has brought up before, regarding the behaviour of
the resulting annotation-masks during the training is supported by the
outputs, presented in figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Results of the ROI detection (size: P4) for one exemplary
sample during the training of the detector. The input image of this
sample is displayed in the top left corner, overlayed with the border of
the gold standard annotation (light blue line). The other tiles contain
the ROI-predictions of this sample for different training steps of the
detector.

A.3 Source Code Excerpts

A.3.1 Topology of the Classification Network

def vgg16_topo(X, phase_train, keep_prob=1, name=’vgg_instance’):
# vgg net expects three color chanels
conv_1a = conv_layer(X, [3, 3, conf.in_channels, 64], scope=’zero_1a’)
conv_1b = conv_layer(conv_1a, [3, 3, 64, 64], scope=’zero_1b’)
conv_1bn = batch_norm(conv_1b, 64, phase_train)
pool_1 = pool2x2_layer(conv_1bn)

conv_2a = conv_layer(pool_1, [3, 3, 64, 128], scope=’zero_2a’)
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conv_2b = conv_layer(conv_2a, [3, 3, 128, 128], scope=’zero_2b’)
conv_2bn = batch_norm(conv_2b, 128, phase_train)
pool_2 = pool2x2_layer(conv_2bn)

conv_3a = conv_layer(pool_2, [3, 3, 128, 256], scope=’zero_3a’)
conv_3b = conv_layer(conv_3a, [3, 3, 256, 256], scope=’zero_3b’)
conv_3c = conv_layer(conv_3b, [3, 3, 256, 256], scope=’zero_3c’)
conv_3bn = batch_norm(conv_3c, 256, phase_train)
pool_3 = pool2x2_layer(conv_3bn)

conv_4a = conv_layer(pool_3, [3, 3, 256, 512], scope=’zero_4a’)
conv_4b = conv_layer(conv_4a, [3, 3, 512, 512], scope=’zero_4b’)
conv_4c = conv_layer(conv_4b, [3, 3, 512, 512], scope=’zero_4c’)
conv_4bn = batch_norm(conv_4c, 512, phase_train)
pool_4 = pool2x2_layer(conv_4bn)

conv_5a = conv_layer(pool_4, [3, 3, 512, 512], scope=’zero_5a’)
conv_5b = conv_layer(conv_5a, [3, 3, 512, 512], scope=’zero_5b’)
conv_5c = conv_layer(conv_5b, [3, 3, 512, 512], scope=’zero_5c’)
conv_5bn = batch_norm(conv_5c, 512, phase_train)
pool_5 = pool2x2_layer(conv_5bn)

flat_6 = flatten_layer(pool_5, ((conf.in_size >> 5) ** 2) * 512)
dens_6a = fc_layer(flat_6, [((conf.in_size >> 5) ** 2) * 512, 1024], scope=’full_1’

)
drop_6a = dropout(dens_6a, keep_prob)
dens_6b = fc_layer(drop_6a, [1024, 512], scope=’full_2’)
drop_6b = dropout(dens_6b, keep_prob)
y = fc_layer(drop_6b, [512, conf.no_labels], scope=’full_3’, activation_fct=tf.

sigmoid)

return y

A.3.2 Topology of the ROI-Detection Network

def unet_topo(X, phase_train, keep_prob, name=’unet_instance’):

conv1 = conv_layer(X, [3,3,1,64], scope=’conv1_1’)
conv1 = conv_layer(conv1, [3,3,64,64], scope=’conv1_2’)
conv1_bn = batch_norm(conv1, 64, phase_train, scope=’bn_1’)
pool1 = pool2x2_layer(conv1_bn)

conv2 = conv_layer(pool1, [3,3,64,128], scope=’conv2_1’)
conv2 = conv_layer(conv2, [3,3,128,128], scope=’conv2_2’)
conv2_bn = batch_norm(conv2, 128, phase_train, scope=’bn_2’)
pool2 = pool2x2_layer(conv2_bn)

conv3 = conv_layer(pool2, [3,3,128,256], scope=’conv3_1’)
conv3 = conv_layer(conv3, [3,3,256,256], scope=’conv3_2’)
conv3_bn = batch_norm(conv3, 256, phase_train, scope=’bn_3’)
pool3 = pool2x2_layer(conv3_bn)

conv4 = conv_layer(pool3, [3,3,256,512], scope=’conv4_1’)
conv4 = conv_layer(conv4, [3,3,512,512], scope=’conv4_2’)
conv4_bn = batch_norm(conv4, 512, phase_train, scope=’bn_4’)
pool4 = pool2x2_layer(conv4_bn)
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conv5 = conv_layer(pool4, [3,3,512,1024], scope=’conv5_1’)
conv5 = conv_layer(conv5, [3,3,1024,1024], scope=’conv5_2’)
conv5_bn = batch_norm(conv5, 1024, phase_train, scope=’bn_5’)

up6 = upsampling2x2_layer(conv5_bn)
merge6 = merge_layer(up6, conv4)
conv6 = conv_layer(merge6, [3,3,512+1024,512], scope=’conv6_1’)
conv6 = conv_layer(conv6, [3,3,512,512], scope=’conv6_2’)
conv6_bn = batch_norm(conv6, 512, phase_train, scope=’bn_6’)

up7 = upsampling2x2_layer(conv6_bn)
merge7 = merge_layer(up7, conv3)
conv7 = conv_layer(merge7, [3,3,256+512,256], scope=’conv7_1’)
conv7 = conv_layer(conv7, [3,3,256,256], scope=’conv7_2’)
conv7_bn = batch_norm(conv7, 256, phase_train, scope=’bn_7’)

up8 = upsampling2x2_layer(conv7_bn)
merge8 = merge_layer(up8, conv2)
conv8 = conv_layer(merge8, [3,3,128+256,128], scope=’conv8_1’)
conv8 = conv_layer(conv8, [3,3,128,128], scope=’conv8_2’)
conv8_bn = batch_norm(conv8, 128, phase_train, scope=’bn_8’)

up9 = upsampling2x2_layer(conv8_bn)
merge9 = merge_layer(up9, conv1)
conv9 = conv_layer(merge9, [3,3,64+128,64], scope=’conv9_1’)
conv9 = conv_layer(conv9, [3,3,64,64], scope=’conv9_2’)
conv9_bn = batch_norm(conv9, 64, phase_train, scope=’bn_9’)

y_lin = conv_layer(conv9_bn,[1,1,64,1], scope=’sig’, activation_fct=’
linear’)

y = tf.sigmoid(y_lin)

return y, y_lin

A.3.3 Container for the Parameters of the CNN-Layers

def conv_layer(X, kernel_shape, scope=’_conv_’, activation_fct=tf.nn.relu):
’’’
args:

kernel_shape e.g. [3,3,no_in_channels,no_out_channels]

’’’
with tf.variable_scope(scope):

in_channels = kernel_shape[2]
out_channels = kernel_shape[3]

W = tf.get_variable("conv_W", kernel_shape, tf.float32,
# tf.contrib.layers.variance_scaling_initializer())

tf.contrib.layers.xavier_initializer_conv2d(uniform=False),
trainable=True)

b = tf.get_variable("conv_b", out_channels, tf.float32, tf.
constant_initializer(.0))

conv = tf.nn.conv2d(X, W, strides=[1,1,1,1], padding=’SAME’)
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if activation_fct == ’linear’: # little bit hacky to compare string to tf.
function
y = conv + b

else:
y = activation_fct(conv + b)

tf.summary.histogram(’weights’, W, collections=[’per_batch’])
tf.summary.histogram(’biases’, b, collections=[’per_batch’])
tf.summary.histogram(’activations’, y, collections=[’per_batch’])

return y

A.3.4 Container for the Parameters of the Dense-Layers

def fc_layer(X, in_out_shape, scope=’fc’, activation_fct=tf.nn.relu):
’’’
args:

in_out_shape e.g. [1024, 512]

’’’
with tf.variable_scope(scope):

in_channels = in_out_shape[0]
out_channels = in_out_shape[1]

W = tf.get_variable("conv_W", in_out_shape, tf.float32,
tf.contrib.layers.xavier_initializer(uniform=True))

b = tf.Variable(tf.constant(0.0, shape=[out_channels]), name=’b’)
mult = tf.matmul(X, W)
y = activation_fct(mult + b)

tf.summary.histogram(’weights’, W, collections=[’per_batch’])
tf.summary.histogram(’biases’, b, collections=[’per_batch’])
tf.summary.histogram(’activations’, y, collections=[’per_batch’])

return y

A.3.5 Implementation of the two differnet Loss Func-
tions of the ROI Detection

def dice_loss_II(y_true, y_pred, name=’dice_II’):
smooth = tf.constant(1e-6)
with tf.name_scope(name):

r_n = tf.reshape(y_true, [-1]) # flatten y_true
p_n = tf.reshape(y_pred, [-1]) # flatten y_pred
ones = tf.ones_like(r_n)

ret = 1-(tf.reduce_sum(p_n*r_n)+smooth)/(tf.reduce_sum(p_n+r_n)+smooth)-\
(tf.reduce_sum((ones-p_n)*(ones-r_n))+smooth)/(tf.reduce_sum(2*ones-p_n

-r_n)+smooth)
return ret

def ss_loss(y_true, y_pred, name=’sensivity_specifity_loss’):
smooth = tf.constant(1e-6)
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lambd = tf.constant(conf.ss_lambda)
with tf.name_scope(name):

r_n = tf.reshape(y_true, [-1]) # flatten y_true
p_n = tf.reshape(y_pred, [-1]) # flatten y_pred
ones = tf.ones_like(r_n)

ret = lambd*(tf.reduce_sum(tf.square(r_n-p_n)*r_n))/(tf.reduce_sum(r_n)+smooth)
+ \
(1-lambd)*(tf.reduce_sum(tf.square(r_n-p_n)*(ones-r_n)))/(tf.reduce_sum(

ones-r_n)+smooth)
return ret

A.3.6 Definition of the Classification Metrics

def class_metrics(self, y_true, y_pred):
with tf.variable_scope(’metrics’):

eps = tf.constant(0.000001, dtype=tf.float32)

auc_full, auc = tf.metrics.auc(y_true, y_pred)
y_pred_r = tf.round(y_pred)
y_pred_one_hot = tf.squeeze(tf.one_hot(tf.nn.top_k(y_pred).indices, tf.

shape(y_pred)[1]))

TP = tf.cast(tf.count_nonzero(y_pred_one_hot * y_true, axis=0), tf.float32)
TN = tf.cast(tf.count_nonzero((y_pred_one_hot - 1) * (y_true - 1), axis=0),

tf.float32)
FP = tf.cast(tf.count_nonzero(y_pred_one_hot * (y_true - 1), axis=0), tf.

float32)
FN = tf.cast(tf.count_nonzero((y_pred_one_hot - 1) * y_true, axis=0), tf.

float32)
TP_batch = tf.reduce_sum(TP)
TN_batch = tf.reduce_sum(TN)
FP_batch = tf.reduce_sum(FP)
FN_batch = tf.reduce_sum(FN)

accuracy = tf.reduce_mean((TP_batch + TN_batch) / \
(TP_batch + TN_batch + FP_batch + FN_batch + eps))

recall = (TP_batch) / (TP_batch + FN_batch + eps)
precision = (TP_batch) / (TP_batch + FP_batch + eps)

# bind the absulute numbers of true-positive etc. to the model object
self.TP = TP_batch
self.FP = FP_batch
self.TN = TN_batch
self.FN = FN_batch

self.y_pred_one_hot = y_pred_one_hot

return accuracy, recall, precision, auc, auc_full, y_pred_one_hot
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